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Board of Directors Notes
First, all of the Directors want to thank Bill Kievit for the time, energy
and knowledge that he has provided during the last year as our
President. Under his direction and guidance, board operations
and education provided have gone smoothly and maintained high
standards of quality. Also, web site and automation support have
been greatly improved. Again the Directors thank you! To the
members, please thank Bill when you see him at meetings.
Board transition continues; we have identified 3 or 4 members
willing to join the Board. We need to know if there are other
members willing to volunteer. Since information can travel slowly
and be distorted, we will have our next Board meeting after our
October Membership Meeting and Continuing Education. This
meeting will address only one issue; final identification of CAHI
members volunteering to join the Board as a Director. Necessary
documentation for application will be distributed. Future steps will
also be made public. As always, Board meeting are open to all
members.
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Meeting Dates!
October 24th
Meeting
Topic is

Energize CT Program
MONTHLY MEETINGS – Details & Info
CAHI’s regular monthly meetings are held at the Best Western located at
201 Washington Ave (RT 5), North Haven. Meetings are free to members.
Most meetings are on the fourth Wednesday of the month from 7-9pm.
Guests are always welcome! Guests may attend 2 free monthly meetings
to experience our presentations, meet our members, and receive a
CE attendance certificate.
Joining CAHI may be done at anytime of the year through our Membership Page

Presented by

Jeff Page from CMC Realty.

Nov 24th Meeting
Topic is TBA
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Inspection Considerations for
Commercial Properties and Facilities
by Matt Lee
A regular inspection of commercial properties and facilities is an excellent way to prolong the useful
lifespan of a property. Aside from that, it can confirm that the building complies with all safety and
other regulations. Even property owners can benefit from regular inspections as they may notice
small issues before they turn into large and cause huge damage.
The process of inspection involves a thorough assessment of relevant building areas, including the
structure, exterior, interior and internal systems. The inspector will usually include any imperfections
in the report that he will deliver once the inspection is done. Now, let’s take a closer look at the
process of inspecting a commercial property or facility.
Inspecting Structure of Building
The main goal should be to determine whether the facility is structurally sound. However, a
professional building inspector will always ensure to start with the basics. That means that they will
write down the characteristics of the site and the building. They will note the type of construction
used for the building, as well as various materials that the builders used in the process.
The inspector’s task is to estimate the state of the structural frame and the building envelope. They
should determine how old the materials used are and what their current condition is. The foundation
should be checked for any potential cracks, bulges or leaning, while mortar joints could be crumbling,
loose, or missing.
Checking Internal Systems
The list of building systems that the inspector should check is quite long and includes mechanical,
electrical, plumbing, heating, ventilation and air conditioning mechanisms. When inspecting electrical
systems, they should consider that power circuits are capable of running all devices in the building.
Fires are often caused by an overload in the electric system, which is why special attention is required
in that area. The condition of service wires, switches and outlets is also a part of the electrical
inspection. Some inspectors may also try to predict what will be demanded from the electric system
in the near future to prevent potential problems.
An adequate sanitary drainage system also plays an important role in the proper functioning of
commercial properties and facilities, which is why every inspector should check that too. Adequate
water pressure and flow should be secured to plumbing fixtures throughout the building, while the
sewer connections should work properly.
In essence, checking all the internal systems comes down to determining whether they function
properly and noting if they are in good condition. The report must specifically mention if there is a
system that is not working.
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Inspecting the Exterior
The exterior inspection begins with parking lots, driveways, and sidewalks. As these areas endure
the most foot traffic, the inspector should note any potential dangers, including depressions, heaves,
deteriorations and cracks. Do not forget the landscaping that may potentially cause damage and
storm drain which also needs to function properly.
Roofing elements are an essential thing to consider when inspecting the exterior. Your main focus
should be on any potential places where the water could enter the facility. It might be a good idea to
inspect the property on a rainy day as it will give you an excellent insight into weak spots overall and
not only on the building exterior.
Pay attention that the gutters are not clogged, corroded or rusty. In some cases, they may be tilted,
loose or missing and the inspectors should write that down too. Next, inspect the exterior walls for
possible imperfections. That may include wet spots and other potentially serious problems or small
issues such as peeling paint. Make sure to also look for potential infestation signs and if you are
inspecting wood siding, should search for potential rot or other forms of damage.
Interior Inspection
One of the considerations when inspecting a commercial property needs to be the interior. As you
might assume, no stone should be left unturned, which means that all rooms and facilities should
be inspected. The general interior inspection usually starts by checking the basement and crawl
space to ensure that there is no problem with rainwater, excess moisture, or mold caused by it.
The next step is to inspect walls where the inspector should look for any cracks or leaks, as
well as stains, wet spots, or potential termite or insect infestations. If possible, the causes of the
imperfections should be determined, so the process of repair is more manageable. Floors also
play a vital role, and cracked boards or other forms of cracks and holes should be noted. Some
inspectors will also look for squeaking boards and inspect carpets for potentially worn out, stained,
or otherwise damaged areas.
If there are any stairs, their condition should be checked to ensure that they are safe. The final
location is the attic and the potential problems there, such as water or smoke leaks, mildew, nests,
ventilation blockages, or improper insulation.
Inspecting Accessibility
In most cases, the inspectors will consult the Americans with Disabilities checklist and assess the
commercial property based on those recommendations. The ADA has four different priorities for
accessibility. Accessible approach and entrance are at the top of the list, while the next priority
should be access to services and goods. Persons with disabilities should also have easy access
to public toilet rooms. Once that is secured, access to water fountains and other items in the facility
can be discussed. Just like in other areas, the inspector should list potential barriers and maybe
even suggest potential solutions to remove them.
Document Review
This may not be the favorite part of the job for an inspector, but they also need to focus on
reviewing various documents relevant to the commercial property they are checking. This should
include construction permits, building plans, maintenance records, floor plans and environmental
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studies. Other documents that are often reviewed are fire and emergency safety systems, as well as
evacuation plans. Any information related to the fire extinguisher and other equipment used to detect
fires should also be checked. If an inspection is done for an investor, the inspector should also keep
in mind previous utility bills. In fact, it is these combined with building and repair costs that can help
to determine the exact value of the property.
About the Author
	Matt Lee of Innovative Building Materials is a freelance writer who covers many
different topics. He loves to write about both real estate investment and green
building materials. Matt’s passion for home renovations and building architecture
shows in each blog he writes.

Kids Corner
A philosophy professor stood before his class with some items on the table in front of him.
When the class began, wordlessly he picked up a very large and empty mayonnaise jar and
proceeded to fill it with rocks, about 2 inches in diameter. He then asked the students if the jar
was full. They agreed that it was. So the professor then picked up a box of pebbles and poured
them into the jar. He shook the jar lightly. The pebbles, of course, rolled into the open areas
between the rocks. He then asked the students again if the jar was full. They agreed it was.
The professor picked up a box of sand and poured it into the jar. Of course, the sand filled up
the remaining open areas of the jar. He then asked once more if the jar was full. The students
responded with a unanimous “Yes.”
“Now,” said the professor, “I want you to recognize that this jar represents your life. The rocks
are the important things – your family, your partner, your health, and your children – things that
if everything else was lost and only they remained, your life would still be full. The pebbles are
the other things that matter – like your job, your house, your car. The sand is everything else,
the small stuff.”
“If you put the sand into the jar first,” he continued, “there is no room for the pebbles or the
rocks. The same goes for your life. If you spend all your time and energy on the small stuff, you
will never have room for the things that are important to you. Pay attention to the things that
are critical to your happiness. Play with your children. Take your partner out dancing. There will
always be time to go to work, clean the house, give a dinner party, or fix the disposal.” “Take
care of the rocks first – the things that really matter. Set your priorities. The rest is just sand.”
Don’t make excuses; make things happen; make changes; make history, author unknown
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A Concrete-free Deck Foundation
By Andrew Wormer
		
		

This grade-level freestanding deck is supported by metal post anchors
and steel plates instead of concrete piers.

California builder Richard Houghton
is my kind of guy … literally. And
he’s your kind of guy too, if one of
our recent Reader’s Surveys – which
found that more than 80% of PDB
readers (or at least the PDB readers
who responded to this particular poll
question) are over the age of 50 – is
accurate. So when he told me that
he had come to dread digging deep
holes and lugging heavy bags of
concrete for footings, I could relate.
That’s a young man’s game.

Richard Houghton

Houghton says that he had worked for years as a union carpenter and plumber before shifting his
focus to decks a few years ago. But a few projects into his new gig convinced him that there had
to be a better way to support a deck than with hand-mixed concrete poured into holes dug into the
ground. An internet search led him to Ozco Building Product’s Oz-Deck foundation system, which
Houghton now uses whenever he can.

 uitable for freestanding decks in all
S
climates, the Oz-Deck foundation
system consists of metal deck plates
and post anchors that are installed
with a jackhammer.

Richard Houghton/Fine Line Renovations

The system consists of 12-inch-by-12-inch 6-ga. HDG steel deck plates and 36-inch-long Oz-Post
post anchors, which are driven through the deck plates and into the ground with a jackhammer. The
post anchors are available to fit both 4x4 and 6x6 posts, and can also be used without the deck
plates to support fence and sign posts. Each post/plate assembly is rated for a load of 1,600 lb.,
with a recommended spacing between posts of no more than 6 feet.
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The Oz-deck system is designed to eliminate both concrete and shovels, but on a recent project
Houghton placed the posts in shallow excavations instead of at ground level. This was because he
wanted the top level of the deck to be flush with the inside floor of a home that had been built on
a slab. The company says that decks as high as 8 feet above grade can be supported with their
system, but in general, Houghton limits his Oz-supported decks to no more than 2 feet above grade
in order to avoid the diagonal and lateral bracing that would be required with a taller deck.

The post bases are typically installed on-grade using a
jackhammer and a special bit that fits inside an insert placed
in the base (left photo). On this project the post bases were
placed in shallow excavations in order to keep the carrying
beams close to ground level (above).

Houghton says that in the right soil it takes about a minute to drive in one of the OZ-posts with his
electric jackhammer (which he picked up from Harbor Freight for about $600). The posts can also
be installed manually – and tediously – with a sledge hammer. Ozco offers installation kits for either
option, with both including a spacer that fits inside the post base. The jackhammer version of the kit,
which also includes an installation bit for a standard 1 1/8-inch jackhammer chuck that fits inside the
spacer, costs about $50.
Occasionally, explains Houghton, he’ll run into a rock or root and have to back out the post and
relocate it; something to keep in mind if you’re building in bony soils. Getting approval from your
building inspector may be a problem
too, though Houghton reports that
that is much less of an issue now
than it was when he first started
using the posts. Ozco says the
system is suitable for use anywhere
in the country for building a freestanding deck, but Houghton adds
that he occasionally will use Oz-posts
with ledger-supported decks, since
he builds in an area with no frost.
This works because the process of
jackhammering the posts into place
also compacts the soil under the
Richard Houghton/Fine Line Renovations
plate and around the post, minimizing
The author typically limits his use of Oz-posts to low
seasonal movement.
freestanding decks on level ground, like this one.
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To give you an idea of their bearing capacity, Houghton is currently working with an engineer on
plans to use Oz-posts to support a freestanding hot-tub deck. Still, there are limitations, which is
why Houghton estimates he uses them on about 50% of his projects. In addition to restricting his
use of them to low-level decks, Houghton also avoids using them on sloped sites. Depending on
quantity, Houghton says he pays between $32 to $35 per post/plate assembly.

About the Author
Andrew Wormer

Andrew Wormer is the editor of Professional Deck Builder.

Inspirational Quotes
◊ Nothing is impossible, the word itself says “I’m possible!” Audrey Hepburn
◊ Age wrinkles the body, quitting wrinkles the soul, Douglas MacArthur
◊ There is no greater agony than bearing an untold story inside of you, Maya Angelou
◊ The first wealth is health, Ralph Waldo Emerson
◊ We can never obtain peace in the outer world until we make peace with ourselves, Dalai Lama
◊ Life isn’t about finding yourself, It’s about creating yourself, George Bernard Shaw
◊ In the practice of tolerance, one’s enemy is the best teacher, Dalai Lama
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How the 20% Business Income
Deduction Applies to You
By Robert Freedman
Changes stemming from the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 allow agents and brokers who earn
income as independent contractors or from pass-through businesses to take a significant deduction
on that income.
One of the biggest wins for REALTORS® in last year’s tax reform bill is the new 20 percent business
income deduction, also known as Section 199A. Almost any self-employed person or owner of a
pass-through business (such as an S corporation, limited liability company, or partnership) with eligible income, which the National Association of REALTORS® made sure includes commissions from
real estate sales, can take 20 percent off the top after business expenses are taken out.
Of course, there are limits. If you file as an individual, you’re eligible up until your taxable income
reaches $157,500. After that, your deduction phases out over the next $50,000, until you reach
$207,000. For couples filing jointly, the taxable income limit is $315,000, with a $100,000 phase-out
until you reach $415,000. That applies to your combined income. So, your spouse’s income can
impact your eligibility.
Real estate professionals with incomes above those amounts also may be eligible for the deduction
but, in this case, it’s based on a formula that looks at wages paid and depreciable business property.
Tax Changes
Learn more about what the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 means for homeowners and real estate
professionals.
What should you be doing to ensure you’re positioned to get the most out of the deduction in
your 2018 taxes, due next year in April? To find out, REALTOR® Magazine talked to Peter Baker, a
certified public accountant and principal of Business Planning Group in Washington, D.C. Baker’s
practice specializes in real estate agents and brokers and he’s already begun having conversations
with his clients about what to do.
Most real estate professionals are sales associates and are sole proprietors. Is there any
tactical reason for them to restructure themselves into an LLC or S corporation to get a better
deal under the deduction?
No. From the standpoint of 199A, a change in entity type is not necessary because sole proprietorship income qualifies for the deduction. Absent other reasons to change, they should keep filing as a
sole proprietorship.
What if you’re a broker or otherwise have pass-through income in addition to commissions
earned?
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The deduction is taken on an aggregate basis, so if you have pass-through income from other
sources in addition to commissions, then you combine your qualified business income with
any qualified business losses before you calculate your deduction. So, if you have $100,000
in net commission income and $50,000 in qualified losses from other sources, the 20 percent
would come off the aggregate amount, or $50,000. That means your potential deduction
would be $10,000.
What pass-through activities would generate losses?
Many things do. It’s not uncommon for brokerages to throw off losses today because of
generous splits with sales associates. So, if you’re a broker-owner who still sells, you might
have losses from your brokerage operation while generating commissions earned from your
own sales.
What if you have investment rental property or you’re involved in land or property
development? Those can throw off losses, right?
These are most often operated in pass-throughs, but we’re still waiting on final IRS rules.
So, we don’t know yet about how net rental income and losses will be treated. [Editor’s note:
NAR is working with the IRS to get clarification on that question.]
The deduction is taken on your net qualified business income. There’s no change to
what counts as deductible business expenses, right?
With the exception of some new rules for depreciation and changes in deductibility for meals
and entertainment, that is correct. You take out your expenses in much the same way. Did
you travel to conventions? Did you buy a new car? Did you buy a computer? Did you buy
office supplies?
Sales associates and brokers typically aren’t wage or salary earners, so they don’t get
W-2 income and are required to pay estimated taxes quarterly. That means they’ve
already paid three quarterly estimates for the 2018 tax year even though rules aren’t out
on the new deduction, or on other changes in the tax law, for that matter. What’s going
to happen come April if their estimated payments are off?
Hopefully they’ve been talking to their professional tax adviser or accountant for the previous
quarters. There are two ways to approach estimated tax payments given the new environment. The taxpayer can apply what’s known as the safe harbor approach. That’s where they
pay estimated taxes based on their prior year’s tax liability. As long as they do that, even
if they end up owing more tax come April 2019, they won’t be penalized or face interest
charges for underpayments. They’ll just have to settle up the amount they owe. Of course, if
their current sales volume is down from the previous year, that could be a painful way to do
it, because they’ll be basing their payments on higher income than they actually earn. So, the
alternative is to forecast taxable income based on what they’ve earned year-to-date, subtract
business expenses, and look at their pipeline of likely sales to forecast their anticipated earnings for the remainder of the year. Then, they factor in the 20 percent deduction.
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If they don’t take the safe harbor approach, are they liable for penalties and interest payments
if they underpay their taxes?
Potentially, they would be. However, the IRS has a first-time penalty abatement process for taxpayers who, for the past three years, have paid and filed their taxes on time and haven’t incurred any
penalties. So, if they have a good three-year history, they would be eligible for a one-time waiver of
penalties and interest payments if they underpay their taxes.
You mentioned final rules aren’t out yet. When can we expect them?
Hopefully, before the end of the year. The IRS will also be revising forms to reflect the new qualified
business income deduction. That should also be coming out before the end of the year.

Robert Freedman
Robert Freedman is the director of multimedia communications
at NAR. He can be contacted at rfreedman@realtors.org.
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You Could Be the Fall Guy
for Your Seller’s Lies
By Danielle Braff
		
		

When clients deceptively skirt their responsibility to disclose property
defects, it could spell trouble for you, too.

When Kristen Martinez and her family bought a home in the Seattle area two years ago, she specifically asked about the electrical wiring. “We had been told [by the seller] when we bought the house
that there was no knob-and-tube wiring,” Martinez says. This older form of electrical wiring is less
resistant to damage and more prone to causing fires. The issue went undetected during an inspection because the electrical work appeared to have been masked, says Martinez, who wasn’t at the
inspection. But as soon as the Martinez family moved into their new home, they realized they had
been deceived.
“We had come to realize that the seller—who is a house flipper and electrician—did a shoddy job
hiding the bad wiring and illegally connected dangerous knob-and-tube wiring with [more modern]
wiring,” Martinez says. About $7,000 later, the Martinez family’s electrician completely rewired their
home, but they still come across safety issues. “It has been a terrible experience.”
Sellers can be held legally liable under most state laws for not disclosing property defects and
material facts, such as leaky basements or knowledge of lead paint. You, too, can suffer legal
consequences if you don’t disclose material defects found on the property that you become aware
of in the course of serving your client. But if your seller is hiding problems he or she is aware of, and
you’re none the wiser about them, can the finger be pointed at you? Legally, you can’t be held liable
for property issues you don’t have knowledge of in most jurisdictions. But your reputation as an
agent—having even unwittingly represented a seller who lied—could inadvertently take a hit.
Even if you’re selling a property “as is,” which indicates the buyer must accept the home’s condition, the buyer still has the right to know what the problems are. “The buyer [must have the information available to] make an educated decision about whether or not to make an offer,” says Kevin
Deselms, a sales associate with RE/MAX Alliance in Golden, Colo.
If you suspect your client is either unaware of property issues or being less than forthcoming about
them, and you want to ensure more transparency in the transaction, you could disclose your observations of the property’s condition to the buyer and encourage them to seek further professional
advice, says Bryan Zuetel, a real estate attorney and broker-owner of Esquire Real Estate Inc., in
Irvine, Calif. “For instance, an agent might smell a moldy scent in the basement and see what looks
like mold, but the agent is not qualified—nor required to—conclude that there is mold in the basement,” Zuetel says. “The agent could simply disclose a ‘moldy scent’ or a ‘moldy appearance’ in the
basement, and advise all parties to engage the proper professionals for further evaluation. Whether a
seller acknowledges the issue is not relevant to the agent’s duty to disclose.”
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Cassandra Corum, managing broker at Sotheby’s International Realty in Beverly Hills, Calif., takes
this approach, cautioning that “we can’t force a seller to tell the truth, and sometimes they may not
know the truth. The home could have flooded prior to their ownership, so their experience has been
that the property has never flooded.” Corum makes sure to get the disclosure form, including her
notes about her observations of the property, to the buyer before they schedule a home inspection.
That way, the buyer can make a more informed decision about how they want to proceed earlier in
the transaction. “This is tricky,” she says, “because you can’t say [a problem exists where it might
not], but you would hope and assume that a comment about an odor, for example, would turn on a
lightbulb and move the buyer to schedule a mold inspection.”
Though you have no duty to search for property defects yourself, it would be wise to pay attention to
the home’s condition as you and your client prepare it for market. If you notice a potential problem
the seller has not told you about, ask your client questions to gauge their knowledge of the issue and
willingness to fix it. Uncooperativeness at this juncture may mean you’re working with an unscrupulous seller—and you’d be better off walking away from the deal. “One listing, however great it may
be, is not worth an agent’s license,” says Vincent Averaimo, an attorney with Milford Law in Milford,
Conn. “Rather than get involved in deceit, it is a more prudent business decision to walk away from
the deal and advise your broker immediately.”
Fred Glick, e-PRO, a sales associate with Arrivva Inc., in Aptos, Calif., says it’s best to be painfully
honest with sellers about the importance of a disclosure form at the start of the business relationship. “I tell them that this form can be used in court to prosecute them,” he says. “It could be used
to prove fraud, which could be criminal. I encourage the seller to do an inspection of the property
before we list and allow buyers to get their own inspections.”
Most buyers will do their own inspections anyway, which likely will reveal whatever issues sellers
may want to hide and possibly lead to a termination of the offer or a large negotiation on the home’s
price, says Nancy Wallace-Laabs, SFR, co-partner at KBN Homes in Frisco, Texas. Therefore, not
being upfront about property issues quite literally eats away at the seller’s bottom line. “The headaches that ensue with a dishonest client are not worth the price of any commission you might make
on the property,” Wallace-Laabs says.

Danielle Braff
Danielle Braff is a freelance writer, living in Chicago with her husband, two
daughters, two cats, and a dog. Learn more about her at DanielleBraff.com.
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Rebuilding a ‘Waterproof’ Deck
By Emanuel Silva
		Finding and fixing a small leak on an elevated deck uncovered major
problems, leading to an extensive repair job.
When I was asked last year to fix a leak on an
elevated deck that doubled as a porch roof for a
ground-level entry, I didn’t realize at the time that
this seemingly simple repair job would turn out to
become one of my most challenging remodeling
projects.
Measuring about 17 feet by 12 feet, the 10-yearold deck included an L-shaped flight of stairs with
a mid-flight landing. There were entrances into the
house on both the upper and lower levels, and the
builder had waterproofed the deck by first installing
plywood sheathing over the joists followed by an
EPDM rubber membrane. The decking was then
fastened to 2-by sleepers laid over the membrane.

					Emanuel Silva

Emanuel Silva

Water damage is
clearly visible on
the built-up support
beam underneath
the guard posts at
the top of the stairs.

The original deck acted as a porch roof for a groundlevel entry to the home, and had been waterproofed with
an EPDM membrane laid over plywood sheathing.

Finding the Leak
Viewed from below, water damage appeared to be concentrated underneath a pair of guard posts at
the top of the stairs. So this is where I started my investigation, pulling the composite post sleeves
off the 4x4 PT posts to check out the flashing. Here is where I uncovered my first surprise: Short
4x4 blocks had been added to the top of the posts to provide backing where the upper rails were
fastened to the post sleeves. Apparently, the posts were too short when originally installed, and the
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builder hoped that the post sleeves would be strong enough to hold the assembly together. Not the
cause of the leak, of course, but certainly a structural problem.
Shallow notches had been cut into the post bases to make room for the membrane flashing
extended up from the roof deck. But with no counterflashing, it was possible that water running
down between the posts and the post sleeves was causing the leakage visible underneath. I couldn’t
be sure, because it looked like cracks had also opened up in the membrane around the post. Compounding the problem, the deck framing had very little pitch, because of the low headroom underneath the deck, so water didn’t drain off the membrane very quickly, if at all.
Whatever the cause, peeling the roof membrane back away from the posts revealed the extent of
the water damage to both the plywood sheathing and framing underneath. I knew that I would have
to remove the rest of the decking and the sleepers, strip off the rest of the membrane, and replace
the damaged sheathing. That’s when I discovered significant rot damage in the triple support beam
underneath the posts, which would have to be reframed.

The porch decking
was fastened
to sleepers laid
across a membrane-covered
plywood roof
deck. The posts
were flashed to
the membrane,
but there was no
counterflashing.

Water damage
to the sheathing
was evident after
the waterproofing
membrane was
removed.
Emanuel Silva

Emanuel Silva

As I peeled away the layers, more problems
emerged. The roof-wall flashing membrane
lapped over the weather-resistive barrier
underneath the shingles, for example. This
created a reverse lap that allowed water
draining down the WRB behind the shingles
to flow down behind the flashing too. The
flashing membrane was also perforated with
hundreds of staples. Because the homeowners also complained that water was
leaking in around a couple of ground-level
windows, I continued to strip shingles off
the wall to find the problem. What started
out as a deck repair had now expanded into
a siding job, too.

Water had seeped
down into the triple
support beam
below the posts,
causing significant
rot. Note all the
dirt and debris
that had collected
underneath the
decking between
the sleepers.
Emanuel Silva
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The porch deck-to-wall
flashing was reverselapped over the WRB
underneath the wall shingles, creating a potential
pathway for water to
penetrate the structure.

Emanuel Silva

Code Violations
Despite the post “extensions” hidden inside the post sleeves, the stair guard rails themselves were
only 30 inches high and wouldn’t pass inspection. Worse, they had been notched around the 2-by
framing, leaving only a 2x2 cross-section. They would have to be replaced.
An even bigger problem was the way the stair stringers
were attached to the landing. With minimal bearing
surface at the bottom of the stringers (less than 1 ½
inches, and at the toe rather than at the heel), there
was no way my inspector would allow those stairs to
remain. The entire landing would have to be reframed.

Emanuel Silva
Emanuel Silva

These stair stringers don’t have adequate
bearing on the landing. The landing will need
to be enlarged, and the stringers replaced.

Shallow notches had been cut into this 4x4 post
to allow room for the roof deck flashing membrane, while deeper notches were cut for the
2-by framing, critically weakening the post.
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That’s when I discovered that the concrete piers supporting the stairs would have to be replaced,
too. When I am working on an existing deck, I typically dig down to take a look at the condition of
the piers and footings to make sure they are built and sized properly. In this case, the first pier I
inspected only extended down less than half as far as the 48-inch depth required by local code, and
rested on a large boulder. More digging revealed more boulders and more shallow piers. It looked
like the boulders had been intentionally placed there when the foundation for the house was built,
and that they had interfered with pier installation when the deck addition was built. To satisfy the
inspector, the existing piers would have to come out of the ground and be replaced.

The piers
supporting the
landing were too
shallow, thanks
to boulders that
had been buried
under the slab
where they were
located.

The original
piers had been
pinned to the
boulders with
rebar, making
removal difficult.

Emanuel Silva

Emanuel Silva

This was probably the worst part of the project, since I had to do the job by hand. My helper and I
were finally able to dig and pour proper footings, but not before a lot of grunt work, and in the end,
we still had to leave one of the largest boulders in the hole. It was just too heavy to lift without a
machine.
Weatherproofing and Waterproofing
When I repair a deck like this that is at least partially enclosed by walls, I like to extend the weatherproofing up the wall at least a couple of feet by installing a self-adhering rubberized membrane.
That’s because rain falling off the roof onto the deck will splash back onto the siding, while in the
winter snow often gets piled up against the walls. Wind-driven rain is always a concern, too. So on
this project, I stripped the shingles back to the bottom of the window flanges so that I could properly
detail the walls from that point down to the roof deck.
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The author sealed
the roof flashing
boots to the posts
with Siga Wigluv, a
high-performance,
water-resistant tape.
Emanuel Silva

The deck with its new EPDM membrane. The
posts have also been wrapped with the same
SAF flashing used on the walls.
Emanuel Silva

Then I installed the new EPDM roof membrane, carefully detailing the flashing around the posts to
make sure they wouldn’t leak in the future. Molded one-piece EPDM boots are available to fit over
4x4 and 6x6 posts, but usually I just fold my own, using scrap pieces of membrane. Afterward, I
liberally apply black lap sealant to the joints for an added level of protection.
Building New, but on an Existing Footprint
Once we formed and poured the new piers,
framing the new landing platform was fairly
straightforward. I upgraded the support posts from
4x4s to 6x6s, used appropriate metal hardware for
the column bases and post-to-beam connections,
and reinforced the guard post connections with
plenty of blocking.
To make sure the stairs and landing were exactly
square to the existing deck, I built an overhead
frame to help with the layout. To avoid triggering a
permit review, I had to use the existing layout for
all four footings, so I started by leveling two boards
out from each corner of the deck, then squared
the ends where they intersected over the platform,
using a plumb bob to make sure they landed over
the corner footings. It took a bit of tweaking to
square the landing to itself and the deck.

Emanuel Silva

An overhead frame that defines the stair layout
was used to ensure that the new support posts and
landing were accurately located on top of the piers.
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Emanuel Silva

The lower stair stringers are pocket-screwed
to a 2x10 that’s wedge-bolted to the concrete-slab landing. Solid blocking reinforces
the guard-post connection.

Emanuel Silva

The landing and upper and lower stairs have
been reframed and are ready for tread and
riser installation.

Having the frame above, I was able to locate each post along with each footing by dropping a plumb
bob down to each one. There was really no other way to make this work. The platform ended up
lining up with the deck perfectly along with being square. In my experience, taking the time to make
jigs and templates always makes the job easier.
My inspector also likes the fact that I make it a practice to treat all end cuts and notches with
preservative. This step is required by code (the IRC references the AWPA’s Standard M4), but he
tells me most builders skip this step. In fact, my lumberyard explains that it doesn’t typically keep
preservative in stock because it doesn’t sell enough of it, so I usually have to special-order it. There
are several types of approved copper-based preservatives, but I prefer Copper Care’s Tenino Copper
Naphthenate.

Emanuel Silva

To accomodate the multiple flashing layers
that were used to waterproof the 4x4 guard
posts, the author installed composite post
sleeves sized to fit 5x5 posts.

Emanuel Silva

While the new deck looks similar to the old
one, the dry area underneath was enclosed
with screening.
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From this point on, thankfully, the job became fairly straightforward. To reduce the mold and mildew
that was visible on the old PVC deck boards, my clients chose to install capped composite decking,
which I fastened to the sleepers with hidden fasteners. Because I wrapped the 4x4 posts with waterproofing membrane, I decided to use 5x5 post sleeves to account for the extra thickness. Even so, I
still had to trim away a bit of the core at the base of the sleeves so that they would slide down easily
over the flashing boots and overlapping membrane. I did this by fitting my recip saw with a finetooth 12-inch blade and having my helper carefully hold the sleeves down on the work table with a
protective cloth while I slowly cut each side.
The rebuilt porch and stairway occupies essentially the same footprint as the original, with similar
details and finishes. But now that the deck above would stay perfectly dry, my clients asked me to
screen in the area below, a nice finishing touch that added useful outdoor living space to the project.

About the Author
Emanuel Silva

Emanuel Silva owns Silva Lightning Builders in North Andover, Mass.
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HOT TOPIC ALERT

September 2018

HOT TOPIC ALERT
Home Inspector Licensing

As of April 2018, 36 of the 54 surveyed jurisdictions1 had enacted laws governing home inspectors and/or
home inspections, leaving 18 jurisdictions2 without home inspection regulatory laws. Four of the 36 jurisdictions3 with laws do not require licensing, while 25 states set forth specific requirements for the actual home
inspection service. Only five states4 address third-party liability, while 10 states5 address liability limitations
related to home inspectors.
The various requirements for obtaining a home inspector license are similar to one another. Most states require a high school education, some practical or educational home inspection program, exam passage, and
license fee payment. Some states also require insurance coverage, good moral character, and a minimum age,
and others bar applicants with certain criminal records.
The performance standards adopted by state home inspector regulatory agencies generally are based on the
American Society of Home Inspectors (ASHI) Standards of Practice and Code of Ethics, with minor modifications. These standards require inspection of specified systems and components unless excluded from the
inspection by the client and list items that need not be inspected. Ethical code provisions govern the inspector-client relationship and the inspector’s interactions with third parties.
1

Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, North
Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Vermont, Virginia,
Washington, West Virginia and Wisconsin.
2
Colorado, District of Columbia, Guam, Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New
Mexico, Ohio, Puerto Rico, Utah, Virgin Islands and Wyoming. 
3 California, Georgia, Montana and Pennsylvania. 
4
Alaska, Arkansas, Indiana, Kentucky and Wisconsin. 
5
Alaska, California, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, Missouri, Mississippi, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island and Wisconsin. 
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DEBATE OVER
HOME INSPECTOR LICENSING

An analysis of the discussions in states that have
passed or failed to pass a home inspection licensing
law reveals other concerns that are frequently
expressed by seasoned home inspectors. Some
criticize the laws because inspector licensing allows
new and inexperienced home inspectors to act as
professionals by highlighting their licenses, while
downplaying their lack of experience. They also
assert that licensing actually results in more new,
inexperienced home inspectors who will conduct
inspections cheaply, decreasing experienced
inspectors’ competitive advantage. This, in turn,
allegedly lowers the level at which an inspector is
expected to perform throughout the profession.

Regulating home inspectors may seem obvious.
After all, home inspectors have access to a person’s
home and provide information that a homebuyer
relies on to make what is frequently the largest
purchase of his or her life. However, whether home
inspectors should be licensed has been debated for
years.

Legislation pending in Ohio, House Bill 211, is
revealing both sides of the argument. While many
real estate licensees and experienced inspectors
support the bill, some opponents call the bill the
“Real Estate Agent Protection Act,” arguing that it
will increase inspectors’ costs without stopping an
inspector from downplaying deficiencies so he or
she can get more referrals from real estate licensees.
Other objections in Ohio are less focused—the Ohio
chapter of Americans for Prosperity has argued that
all occupational licenses are simply a “permission
slip from the government in order to provide for
themselves and their families.”

In Colorado, one senator who opposed a 2010 bill
asserted that licensure would not safeguard home
owners from bad inspectors, and that a profession is
protected by “the good faith of the people who are
in it.” Another Colorado senator who opposed the
bill believed that a free market should continue to
regulate home inspectors. That bill was ultimately
defeated in committee.
Many objections are fueled by the administrative
costs involved with license laws. The legislation
that authorized regulation of home inspectors in
Kansas expired on July 1, 2013, after only five
years. A bill that would have extended the
regulation passed both the House and the Senate,
but the standing governor at the time vetoed it,
stating, “I see little evidence of large numbers of
Kansas citizens being economically harmed by
home inspectors. In fact, even the proponents
believe the vast majority of Kansans who provide
this service are honest people. Therefore it appears
the legislation passed in 2008 may simply add
unnecessary fees and regulations to law abiding
citizens.” The governor also noted that he believed
the volunteer home inspectors board lacked the
resources and expertise to regulate home inspectors,
and that the Kansas Attorney General’s office was
better prepared to investigate complaints related to
home inspectors.

Home inspectors in other states also criticize
existing licensing laws. Some assert that several
current statutes formalize inadequate inspection
standards, cheapen the profession, fail to protect
consumers, and allow inexperienced inspectors to
take a share of the market by lowering entry
barriers. Of course, other inspectors, real estate
licensees, and consumers strongly disagree.
Legislation proposed in New Hampshire in 2007
was met with similar criticism. In that case, several
home inspectors strongly opposed a bill that did not
require testing, education, or training, instead
leaving everything up to a government board. Those
home inspectors formed a coalition of independent
inspectors and members of numerous home
inspector associations that succeeded in getting a
more stringent version of the bill passed in 2008.
The American Society of Home Inspectors has
voiced similar objections to the legislation Florida
passed in 2010, citing the lack of experience
requirements, limited education requirements, and
other weaknesses in that law.

Some of the legislators who voted against extending
the Kansas law agreed. One senator noted that a
homeowner seeking a financial remedy against an

2
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inspector could obtain a remedy in court. He also appeared to suspect ulterior motives behind the home
inspectors that lobbied for extending the law, noting, “Anybody from within an industry loves licensure
because you are limiting competition.”
Budgetary issues are also frequently mentioned. Although the Kansas board members were volunteers, most
states set up regulatory bodies. In Rhode Island, the General Assembly passed a home inspector licensing law
in 2000, but it did not provide funding for it. As a result, despite the regulatory law being on the books for
years, no state agency was enforcing it as late as 2013, and the Rhode Island Contractors Registration Board
was not adjudicating complaints against home inspectors.

ACTIVITY IN STATES WITHOUT REGULATIONS
New Mexico
Home inspector licensing is a recurring topic in the New Mexico legislature. In 2011, the Senate signed a
memorial that presented numerous reasons for exploring the licensure of home inspectors. Among the noted
reasons was the importance of an inspection, the current lack of training, the number of complaints resulting in
litigation, and the need for consumer protection. Since that memorial, the legislature has visited the topic many
times. For example, in 2015 the House introduced H.B. 551, which would have required home inspector
licensing, but did not pass. A similar bill, H.B. 166, did not pass in 2016, and another licensing bill, H.B. 362,
failed to pass in 2017.
The New Mexico Association of REALTORS® asserts that licensing home inspectors is one way to ensure
more professionalism in the real estate industry. Although New Mexico’s 2018 legislative session adjourned
on February 15 without addressing the topic, the numerous recent attempts to pass licensing legislation most
likely indicate that future legislatures will revisit it.
Ohio
No laws currently require home inspectors to be licensed in Ohio. However, House Bill 211, which would
require the licensing of home inspectors, passed the House on June 27, 2018, by a wide margin of 87 to 7 and
is currently before the Senate. The House Bill not only requires the licensure of home inspectors, but also
establishes criminal penalties for performing home inspections without a license, creates an Ohio Home
Inspector Board to regulate the licensing and performance of home inspectors, requires a written contract
between the home inspector and his or her client, a submission of a written report of the inspection results to
the client and requires real estate licensees who recommend home inspectors to provide a list of inspectors,
among other requirements.
House Bill 211 is the “top legislative priority” of the Ohio Association of REALTORS®. The Ohio
REALTORS® view the bipartisan vote in the House to be “a tremendous step forward in bringing muchneeded oversight to one of the last remaining unregulated aspects of the home buying process—one that will
provide consumers with another layer of protection when making what is likely the largest financial
transaction they will make in a lifetime.” 
Nebraska
Unlike some other states without home inspector licensing laws, there has been no recent legislative action on
the topic in Nebraska. However, the National Association of REALTORS® reports that the Nebraska
Association of REALTORS® state board of directors passed a motion to create a task force to explore whether
home inspectors should be licensed. Their concern is that inspectors affect a transaction, but REALTORS®,
not the unlicensed inspectors, are on the hook for the transaction since no governing body exists to hold the
inspectors accountable. Seventy-one percent of the Nebraska REALTOR® members believe home inspectors
should be licensed, and “early input” from home inspectors on the task force indicates that they also believe
they should be licensed. The results from this task force could encourage lawmakers to address licensing in the
state.
3
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Hawaii
S.B. 2403 was introduced in Hawaii on January 19, 2018, but the Senate Committee on Housing deferred the
measure, and it did not make it out of the committee. In Hawaii, anyone can call himself or herself a home inspector. Established home inspectors in the state have noted a number of problems have arisen from unscrupulous or inexperienced inspectors. In one case a new inspector flooded a house by filling a bathtub that should
not have been filled. Many saw passing a regulatory bill in the state as an uphill battle as even some existing
home inspectors objected to licensing, claiming that they were happy with the way things were and that most
of Hawaii’s home inspectors already met national standards, such as the American Society of Home Inspectors (ASHI) Standards of Practice and Code of Ethics or the Home Inspection Standards of Practice and International Code of Ethics for Home Inspectors established by the International Association of Certified Home
Inspectors (InterNACHI).
Others states
Other state legislatures have recently considered or revised laws that would regulate home inspectors. For example, in 2017 Michigan introduced S.B.255 and H.B. 4086, which would have regulated home inspectors,
but the bills did not pass into law. Also, a bill that would require licensing, H.B. 1001, is pending in Pennsylvania, where it has been stalled in the Appropriations Committee since June 4, 2018.

LIABILITY LAWS
The states with third-party liability laws vary in their approaches. In Alaska, a person may not bring a legal
action against a registered home inspector for damages arising from an act or omission relating to a home inspection unless the person was a party to the real estate transaction, received the home inspection report with
the written consent of the party for whom the inspection was originally performed, or inherited the property
from a person who could have brought an action.
Arkansas law provides that the transfer of an inspection report to any third party absolves the inspector and his
or her client of any liability for claims or adverse actions arising from the inspection’s use. Similarly, in Indiana a licensed home inspector is not liable to persons who are not parties to the home inspection contract for
damages that arise from an act or omission related to the home inspection. Wisconsin has a similar provision.
Kentucky law provides that a home inspector is not liable for any damages caused by (a) the acts or omissions
of a person other than the home inspector or his or her agent or employee, or (b) any construction defect disclosed to a claimant before his or her purchase of the home, if the disclosure was provided in writing in understandable language and was signed by the claimant.
Although Missouri does not specifically address home inspector liability, a real estate licensee is immune from
liability for statements made by home inspectors or other home inspection experts, unless specified conditions
are met. Those conditions generally relate to either the relationship between the licensee and the inspector or
the licensee’s knowledge before closing that a statement was false. Similarly, in South Carolina, no action
may be brought against a real estate brokerage firm or licensee by a party for information contained in reports
or opinions prepared by a home inspector or other similar reports.
The availability of home inspection reports may also affect a licensee’s property-condition disclosure obligations. For instance, in Kansas a seller's agent is not required to disclose to a client or customer information
relating to the physical condition of the property if a written report regarding the property's physical condition
has been prepared by a qualified third party and provided to the client or customer, however the agent must
disclose any facts actually known by the licensee that were omitted from or contradict any information included in the report.
4
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Consumers
Consumers should take several precautions when hiring a home inspector. A potential homebuyer should
check an inspector’s training, education, and other qualifications. If the state regulates home inspectors, the
consumer should verify that the inspector is certified and has complied with any statutory requirements. If the
state does not require licenses or certifications, membership in an organization like the American Society of
Home Inspectors can give some assurance. A consumer should also interview a potential inspector before hiring and verify what will be included in the inspection and in the result. A buyer may also want to check
whether he or she can be present during the inspection. It is better to hire a home inspector who offers only
inspections and does not do repairs, and although state law may not require a home inspector to be bonded or
insured, it is best to hire one that is. NAR provides a list of questions to ask home inspectors.
Real estate licensees
Opinions on whether a real estate licensee should attend a home inspection vary. Some commentators assert
that both the buyer’s and the seller’s agents should be present. The reasoning is that the home inspection is a
vital part of the process, so it makes sense to be present. They contend that the real estate licensee can help the
client understand what needs to be repaired, which issues will affect the home’s price, and how any inspection
issues compare to similar homes in the area. 

Opinions on whether a buyer’s real estate licensee should attend a home inspection also fall into two camps.
Some believe the buyer’s agent only gets in the way during an inspection and can wrongly influence their client’s opinion. They may also believe that a buyer’s agent attending a home inspection may encourage arguments or extend the length of the inspection.

Other real estate licensees argue that the buyer’s agent should be present to be an intermediary between the
buyer and the home inspector. A buyer’s agent attending an inspection may ask for clarification from the
home inspector and explain any issues to the buyer. Some agents insist on attending the inspection, believing
attending the inspections provides information about problems with the home, allowing the agent to serve his
or her clients better. Also, a buyer’s agent who attends an inspection is better able either to allay a buyer’s
concerns or to point out on-site why the home’s defects are too costly or extensive to make the purchase
worthwhile.
One proposed middle ground is for the buyer’s agent to attend the inspection as only an observer. Others believe in being available during the home inspection, but not the entire process, and some buyer’s agents appear only near the end of the inspection and during the presentation of the home inspection report.
A significant number of real estate agents do not attend their buyer’s home inspections because they believe it
increases their liability. Although some commentators assert that in order to limit liability, a real estate licensee should not go through a house with an inspector, an increasingly popular opinion appears to be that liability is not an excuse for not attending an inspection. Many believe that liability is an issue only if the real estate licensee behaves recklessly at the inspection, especially if he or she inserts comments that are outside of
his or her area of expertise or tries to supervise the inspector. A licensee’s mere presence at a home inspection
should not create liability. An increased risk of liability can be reduced if the real estate licensee simply observes the home inspection and does not comment or attempt to display expertise.
Ultimately, whether to attend a home inspection is up to the buyer’s agent, the home inspector, and the buyer.
Although there are conflicting opinions, “REALTORS® need to take caution as your presence raises the level
of potential liability for you, your firm, and your client” according to Lynn Madison, an instructor for the Accredited Buyer’s Representative ABR® Designation. It seems obvious but in any circumstance a real estate
licensee should never attempt to influence an inspector or try to do a home inspector’s job.
5
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CONCLUSION
Home inspectors are one of the last remaining unregulated aspects of the home buying process in some states.
Licensing home inspectors can provide consumers with another layer of protection when making what is likely the largest financial transaction in their lifetimes. The results of a home inspection frequently influence
whether a deal closes—in fact, a 2018 survey of more than 4,500 real estate licensees reported by the REALTORS® Confidence Index showed that inspection results were the second leading cause for failure to close.
Buyers want to know all they can about their potential homes before making their final decisions, and using a
qualified home inspector can provide extra assurance. The safety, comfort, and financial well-being of the
buyer and his or her family are ultimately at stake.

Hot Topic Alerts are prepared for NAR by Legal Research Center, Inc.*
Hot Topic Alerts can be found here:
REALTOR® Party
Questions or concerns contact Adriann Murawski
Email: amurawski@realtors.org
Phone: 202-383-1068
*The information provided in this report is intended for general information purposes only, and may not
constitute the most up-to-date information with respect to this subject. This report is not intended to
convey and does not constitute legal advice or opinions. Readers should not act based on any information
provided in this report, and should consult legal counsel for legal advice with respect to a particular
matter.

ADDITIONAL STATE & LOCAL RESOURCES
State Issues Tracker: Database with over thir ty r eal estate r elated issues and state laws. Examples include:
Transfer Taxes, Seller Disclosures, Broker Lien Laws, Foreclosure Procedures, Sales Tax on Services, Licensing
Requirements & Maintenance, etc.
White Papers: Compr ehensive r epor ts pr epar ed for NAR on issues dir ectly impacting the r eal estate industry. Examples include: Rental Restrictions, Land Banks, Sales Tax on Services, State & Local Taxation,
Building Codes, Hydraulic Fracturing, Foreclosure Property Maintenance, Climate Change, Private Transfer
Fees.
Growth Management Fact Book: Analysis of issues r elated to land use and moder n gr owth management
topics include: density— rate of growth, public facilities and infrastructure, protection of natural resources,
preservation of community character, and affordable housing.
All available at REALTOR® Party
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Q&A / Attaching Sidewall Shingles

Q

Which is better for
attaching sidewall
shingles, nails or
staples?

A

SBC and Maibec. When properly installed, a
staple grabs and holds more material than the
small-head nail
could ever hope to.
Repoduced with Permission of JLC Magazine
The installation manual for the CSSB says
that staples for attaching sidewall shingles
must be stainless steel. Much of the work I do
is on Cape Cod within 15 miles of saltwater, so
I use Type 316 stainless steel. (Type 316 is a
higher grade than Type 304, which is acceptable in many other locations.) The staples
should also have a minimum crown width of
7/16 inch and should be long enough to penetrate the sheathing 3/4 inch (or all the way
through). The same fastener-location guidelines should be followed for staples as for nails:
2 inches above the butt line and 3/4 inch in from
each edge.
Pneumatic guns are used to drive staples,
and it is important to keep the air pressure
adjusted so that the staples are driven to the
correct depth. As with nails, overdriven staples break the surface of the shingle, which
weakens their holding power. Proper stapling
also means keeping the staple crowns horizontal (or level). The farther off horizontal the
staple is driven, the closer together the staple
points are and the less wood is captured between the points. An experienced installer
always keeps the staple gun as close to vertical
as possible, so the crown is as close to horizontal as possible.
That said, staples aren’t a good option for
face-nailing. For areas such as on the courses directly below a window or in other places where
the fastener will be exposed, there is no substitute for the look of good old-fashioned nails.

Chris Yerkes, a cedar-shingle installer
certified by the Cedar Shake and Shingle Bureau (CSSB), and owner of Cedarworks, in Brewster, Mass., responds: When I
started in the sidewall-shingling business, I
was taught the old-school hand-nail method
for attaching shingles. Now I’m the ripe old
age of 47—and I was probably one of the last to
be taught this bygone method.
In my experience, staples have much better
holding power than nails. They are an accepted fastener by shingle manufacturers such as
SBC and Maibec. When properly installed, a
staple grabs and holds more material than the
small-head nail could ever hope to.
The installation manual for the CSSB says
that staples for attaching sidewall shingles
must be stainless steel. Much of the work I do
is on Cape Cod within 15 miles of saltwater, so
I use Type 316 stainless steel. (Type 316 is a
higher grade than Type 304, which is acceptable in many other locations.) The staples
should also have a minimum crown width of
7/16 inch and should be long enough to penetrate the sheathing 3/4 inch (or all the way
through). The same fastener-location guidelines should be followed for staples as for nails:
2 inches above the butt line and 3/4 inch in from
each edge.
Pneumatic guns are used to drive staples,
and it is important to keep the air pressure
adjusted so that the staples are driven to the
correct depth. As with nails, overdriven staples break the surface of the shingle, which
weakens their holding power. Proper stapling
also means keeping the staple crowns horizontal (or level). The farther off horizontal the
staple is driven, the closer together the staple
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Vaccination Remains Your Best Flu Protection
Fall brings cooler temperatures, colorful
leaves, and football games. It also means
another flu season is upon us. Last year’s
was rough. The CDC classified 20172018 a high severity season with high
levels of outpatient clinic and emergency
department visits for influenza-like illness,
high influenza-related hospitalization
rates, and widespread influenza activity
across the United States for an extended
period. The CDC estimates the flu
caused between 140,000 and 710,000
hospitalizations and between 12,000 and
The best way to prevent flu and its potentially serious
complications is getting a flu vaccine.
56,000 deaths annually in the U.S. since
2010. While estimates for last season won’t
be available until later in the fall, it’s likely that last season was record-breaking across both of
these key indicators used to track severity. It’s not possible to predict how severe the upcoming
season will be, but we know that the best way to prevent flu and its potentially serious
complications is a flu vaccine.
Flu viruses infect the nose, throat, and lungs and can cause a wide range of complications.
Sinus and ear infections are examples of moderate complications from flu. Pneumonia is
a serious flu complication that can result from either flu virus infection alone or from coinfection of flu virus and bacteria. Flu virus infection can also cause serious complications
like inflammation of the heart (myocarditis), brain (encephalitis) or muscle (myositis,
rhabdomyolysis), and multi-organ failure (for example, respiratory and kidney failure). Flu can
also trigger an extreme inflammatory response in the body and can lead to sepsis, the body’s
life-threatening response to infection. The U.S. experienced high rates of hospitalization and
severe disease during the past seven flu seasons.
Flu vaccination can help keep you from getting sick from flu. Protecting yourself from flu also
helps protect the people around you who are more vulnerable to serious flu illness.
People at High Risk of Flu Complications:
• Children younger than 5, but especially younger than 2 years old;
• People 65 and older;
• People with asthma, heart disease, chronic lung disease, and neurological and
neurodevelopmental conditions;
• People with blood, kidney, liver, endocrine, and metabolic disorders, including diabetes
mellitus;
• People who have a weakened immune system due to disease or medication;
• Pregnant women and women up to two weeks postpartum;
• Residents of nursing homes and other long-term care facilities.
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For the full list of high-risk conditions, visit People at High Risk of Developing Flu-Related
Complications.
CDC recommends a yearly flu vaccine for everyone 6 months of age and older as the first and
most important step in protecting against this serious disease. While the flu vaccine can vary
in how well it works, it is the best tool modern medicine currently has to prevent infection with
influenza viruses. CDC estimates that for the 2016-2017 flu season, nearly 47 percent of the
population were vaccinated. Influenza vaccination prevented an estimated 5.3 million illnesses,
2.6 million influenza-associated medical visits, and 85,000 hospitalizations associated with
influenza. CDC experts calculated that a 5 percentage point increase in vaccination rates could
have prevented another 483,000 influenza illnesses, 232,000 influenza-associated medical
visits, and 7,000 influenza-associated hospitalizations across the U.S. population.
We know that flu illness can be serious and that flu vaccine can prevent illness. Let’s clear up
some issues that discourage people from getting vaccinated:
• A
 flu vaccine cannot give you flu. The most common side effects from a flu shot are
soreness, redness and/or swelling where the shot was given, fever, and/or muscle aches.
These side effects are NOT flu. If you do experience side effects, they are usually mild
and short-lived, especially when compared to symptoms from a bad case of flu.
• Flu vaccines are among the safest medical products in use. Hundreds of millions of
Americans have safely received flu vaccines over the past 50 years. Extensive research
supports the safety of flu vaccines. CDC and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
closely monitor the safety of vaccines approved for use in the U.S.
Reasons to Get a Flu Shot
• F
 lu vaccine has been shown to reduce
flu illnesses and reduce the risk of flu
hospitalization, ICU admission and even
death in children.
• Flu vaccination also is an important
preventive tool for people with chronic
health conditions. (heart disease, lung
disease, diabetes)
• In addition to helping to protect pregnant
woman from flu illness and hospitalization, a
flu vaccine given during pregnancy has been
shown to help protect the baby from flu infection for several months after birth, before he
or she is old enough to be vaccinated.
• A 2017 study showed that flu vaccine can be life-saving in children.
• Flu vaccination also may make your illness milder if you do get sick. (For example a 2017
study showed that flu vaccination reduced deaths, intensive care unit (ICU) admissions,
ICU length of stay, and overall duration of hospitalization among hospitalized flu patients.)
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What flu vaccines are available this season?
For the 2018-2019 flu season, options include:
• S
 tandard dose flu shots. These are given into the muscle. They are usually injected with
a needle, but two (Alfluria and Alfluria Quadrivalent) can be given to some people (those
aged 18 through 64 years) with a jet injector.
• H
 igh-dose shots for older people. Flu vaccines are among the safest medical products in
use. Hundreds of millions of Americans have safely received flu vaccines over the past
50 years. Extensive research supports the safety of flu vaccines. CDC and the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) closely monitor the safety of vaccines approved for use in the
U.S.
• S
 hots made with adjuvant for older people.
• S
 hots made with virus grown in cell culture.
• Shots made using a vaccine production technology (recombinant vaccine) that does not
require the use of flu virus.
• Live attenuated influenza vaccine (LAIV) – or the nasal spray vaccine – is approved for
use in non-pregnant individuals, 2 years through 49 years of age. There is a precaution
against the use of nasal spray flu vaccine in people with underlying medical conditions.
CDC and its vaccines advisory committee (ACIP) recommend providers use any licensed, ageappropriate flu vaccine with no preference for one vaccine over another.
It’s best to get vaccinated before flu begins spreading in your community. It takes about
two weeks after vaccination for your body to develop protection against flu. This flu season
protect yourself, your family, your friends, and your community. Get a flu vaccine by the end of
October.
Talk to your health care provider if you have questions about the benefits of flu vaccination. Flu
vaccine provides protective properties even in years the vaccine does not closely match the flu
viruses in circulation. For more information about vaccine effectiveness, visit How Well Does
the Seasonal Flu Vaccine Work?
Along with CDC, the American Academy of Pediatrics, the American Medical Association,
the National Foundation of Infectious Diseases, and many other professional medical groups
recommend an annual flu vaccine. Many people choose not to get vaccinated thinking that
they do not work, or that the flu vaccine will give them the flu. Years of research disproves
those misconceptions. Don’t skip getting a flu vaccine!
Where to Get Vaccinated:
Flu vaccines are offered in many locations, including doctor’s offices, clinics, health
departments, pharmacies and college health centers, as well as by many employers, and even
in some schools. To find flu vaccine in your area use the HealthMap Vaccine Finder.
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